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nestle into nature

10th
annual
issue

in the turks & caicos

A local daughter fashions a new future Our rum compendium
reveals the island drink’s history and future Personal style defines
the right hotel for you + handcrafts weave a community together

Fashionable
Distinctions
One model, five Turks & Caicos resorts, and as many
transformations. We answer the question, which property suits
your personality with the help of this season’s resort fashion.
photography by bill diodato Styling by Lisa Bradkin

above

Isn’t she yahr. Relaxing on a seaside deck of the Turks

& Caicos Sporting Club before an afternoon sail. Cotton/rayon

at right

Sundrenched on one of the private island’s

many beaches where rugged elevation meets glass clear water.

sweater by Abaeté, $275 (at www.shopbop.com); linen pants by Gottex,

Bikini with acrylic-and-metal detail by Rosa Chá, $420 (at Rosa

price upon request (call 800-225-7946); multicolored necklace

Chá, NYC). The Sporting Club Girl wears Giorgio Armani’s new Face

by Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun, $110 (www.ben-amun.com); bangle by

Fabric with SPF 22.

the

ambergris girl

Gara Danielle, $44 (at www.garadanielle.com).
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the wymara girl
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at left

She’s a fine young modernist—loves the simple

above

Clean lines, subtle stripes, minimalism finds a

space, sun and sand. Cashmere racer-back chemise, $695, and long-

new home on the beach. Cotton sheath by Carolina Herrera, price

sleeved chemise, $695, both from Urban Zen by Donna Karan

upon request (at Carolina Herrera, NYC); pave diamond hoops by

(www.urbanzen.com); acrylic bangle by Isaac Manevitz for Ben-Amun,

Yossi Harari, $2,385 (www.yossiharari.com); metal bracelets by Isaac

$68 (www.ben-amun.com); leather sandal-boots by Tibi, $506

Manevitz for Ben-Amun, $68 each; porcelain ring by Mixko,

(available in February at Tibi boutique, NYC).

$40 (at www.mixko.co.uk).
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